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Objectives

1. Importance of Assessment in Relation to Instruction 

2. Assessment in the Context of MTSS/RTI

3. Comprehensive Assessments for Special Education Eligibility in 
the Context of RTI and other methods

First, the problem: lack of consensus about identification and lack 
of relation of comprehensive evaluation and instruction

ASSESSMENT FOR INSTRUCTION
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Assessment Validity

 Test data from a well-designed assessment may be a part 
of a valid decision-making framework and its 
consequences

 Ultimately the method must also be reliable and valid

 Discussion of test validity without consideration of its 
purpose and the resultant decisions and consequences is 
pointless
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Why do Assessments? Eligibility versus 
Differentiated Instruction

 Much of school-based assessment is oriented to eligibility, i.e., 
finding the right child

 To be effective, should also lead to enhanced instruction

 Differentiation: Identify strengths and weaknesses in a student’s 
academic proficiency and tailor instruction towards the weakness

 Begins in core classroom through screening and progress 
monitoring

 Becomes more intensive (i.e., more time on task) and more 
individualized depending on severity and response to instruction

Why is Data Needed?

 Need to know who is at risk 

 Need to identify strengths and weaknesses-
skills the student has mastered and skills still 
developing 

 Need to know how well instructional programs 
are working for the individual child and for the 
school as a whole

 Need to know how to move students through 
increasingly intense interventions; minimize use 
of resources

Does Differentiated Instruction Work?

 Clear demonstrations that achievement profiles and 
intervention outcomes are related in core instruction 
and in tutorial interventions in reading and math

 In order to differentiate, must define the academic 
profile- across and within domains

 Only in the academic domain can interactions of 
student characteristics and intervention outcomes be 
demonstrated 

 Skill by treatment interactions… Not aptitude by 
treatment interactions

Why focus on achievement?

 The most important markers of learning disabilities are 
achievement related

 Classification hypotheses are validated only at the level of 
achievement

 Cognition and brain function are intrinsically linked to LD, 
but the path is through academic deficits

 If components of reading, math, and written expression are 
assessed, what else is needed for identification and 
intervention? Conner et al (2007, Science): child achievement 
characteristics and outcomes interact

Achievement, adaptive behavior, and behavior differentiate 
children with high incidence disabilities

UNDERSTANDING LEARNING 
DISABILITIES
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Definitional Criteria

 Low Achievement

 “Unexpected” 

 Not due to another, contraindicative condition 
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Intrinsic Attributes of LDs

 No “gold standard” for LD

 LDs are a dimensional disorder, not categorical

 Attributes of LDs are latent constructs

 All psychometric approaches to LD identification are unreliable 
at the individual level
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Francis et al., 2005

Dot = No 
LD

Tri = 
Discrepant 
& LA

Circle = LA 
only

Dot = No 
LD

Tri = 
Discrepant 
& LA

Circle = LA 
only

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS FOR LD
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Neurological

Disorder of “constitutional 
origin”

Roots in phrenology, a 
science focused on 
measurement of the skull 
and brain and in which 
certain brain areas have 
localized, specific functions

Goal was to identify 
defective area of the brain

Minimal brain dysfunction

Generally not accepted in 
present practice
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Cognitive Discrepancy

Cattell Horn Carroll three stratum model of human 
intelligence

Low achievement is unexpected because of normal 
intelligence or the presence of cognitive strengths

IQ Achievement Discrepancy

Processing strengths and weaknesses (PSW Methods)

Long history in the field of LD

No longer required as of IDEA 2004

Instructional Framework

Low achievement is unexpected because deficits 
exist despite generally effective instruction

LD identification is based on direct measurement 
of basic academic processes

Low achievement 

Instructional response criteria 

Special Education: IDEA 2004: RTI or Discrepancy? 

 (2)(i)  The child does not make sufficient progress to 
meet age or State-approved grade-level standards in one 
or more of the [8 domains of achievement] when using 
a process based on the child’s response to scientific, 
research-based intervention; or

 (ii)  The child exhibits a pattern of strengths and 
weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, 
relative to age, State-approved grade-level standards, or 
intellectual development, that is determined by the 
group to be relevant to the identification of a specific 
learning disability, using appropriate assessments, 
consistent with §§300.304 and 300.305; 

Comparing Competing Frameworks

 Form groups based on criteria, compare on educationally 
meaningful dimensions

 Evaluate reliability of methods

 Compare treatment outcomes

 Data simulation 
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COGNITIVE DISCREPANCY 
FRAMEWORKS
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IQ-Achievement Discrepancy
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What’s Wrong With IQ- Discrepancy?

 IQ- discrepant and non- discrepant low 
achievers do not differ significantly in behavior, 
achievement, cognitive skills, response to 
instruction, and neurobiological correlates once 
definitional variability accounted (Siegel, 1992; 
Stuebing et al., 2002). 

 IQ does not predict intervention response 
(Stuebing et al., 2009).

 No difference in brain activation profiles 
(Tanaka et al., 2011; Simos et al., 2014)

 Status methods for identification may not be 
reliable based on a single assessment or cutpoint 
(Macmann et al., 1985; 1989; 1997; Francis et al., 2005)

IQ Discrepant, low achieving, and not impaired
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Alternative Views: The “Third Method” (PSW Methods)
 Evaluate strengths and weaknesses in cognitive processes for 

inadequate responders to determine best TX (Aptitude by 
Treatment Interactions [ATI] framework)

 Multiple “research-based” methods based on  cognitive and 
achievement batteries: 

 Cross Battery Assessment Method (Flanagan);

 Concordance-Discordance (Hale); 

 Discrepancy/Consistency (Naglieri)

 Core Selective Evaluation Process (Schultz)

 Hanson et al. (2008): “Research-based methods” 
recommended for Oregon schools

 Hale et al. (2010) survey of LD professionals: PSW 
methods needed not just for diagnosis, but also for 
treatment; mandated by statute

PSW Methods

Perceived Value of Cognitive Tests in Comprehensive 
Evaluation
 Statutes defining LD in legislation mandate cognitive 

assessments (Hale et al., 2010).

 Cognitive assessments are correlated with achievement 
domains (Johnson, 2014)

 Patterns of cognitive strengths and weaknesses 
discriminate LD from non-LD "slow learners” 
(Fenwick et al., 2015).

 Cognitive tests permit better treatment planning and 
intervention outcomes (Hale et al., 2010; Reynolds & 
Shaywitz, 2009).

 Clinicians using cognitive tests to make more informed 
decisions (Schneider & Kaufman, 2018)

Federal Statute (1968 Definition)

 "The term “specific learning disability” means a 
disorder in one or more of the basic 
psychological processes involved in 
understanding or in using language, spoken or 
written, which may manifest itself in an 
imperfect ability to listen, speak, read, write, 
spell, or to do mathematical calculations” (U.S. 
Office of Education, 1968, p. 34).
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Federal Regulatory Guidance

 “The Department does not believe that an 
assessment of psychological or cognitive 
processing should be required in determining 
whether a child has an SLD. There is no current 
evidence that such assessments are necessary or 
sufficient for identifying SLD. Further, in many 
cases, these assessments have not been used to 
make appropriate intervention decisions” 
(Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA) regulations, 2006, p. 46651).

Validity of PSW Methods for LD Identification

Evaluate Posttest 
Performance

Intensive 
Intervention in 

Reading

Identify students as 
“LD” or “not LD” by 

C/DM and XBA

Hypothesis: To the extent PSW status is 
educationally meaningful, students should 
respond differently to the same intervention. 

Results

 Conducted 39 contrasts to evaluate whether LD status or 
inclusionary criteria specified by the C/DM & XBA 
methods were significant predictors of intervention 
response. 

 Among 39 contrasts, 4 were statistically significant. 

 Eta squared statistics for significant contrasts ranged from 
.008 - .018

 Only one contrast (Gc => Word Reading) predicted > 1% 
of the variance at posttest. Pretest predicted between 53% 
and 69% of the variance at posttest. 

Reading Comprehension at Posttest

Variability Explained in Passage 
Comprehension at Posttest

Pretest Error C/DM LD

Variability Explained in Passage 
Comprehension at Posttest

Pretest Error XBA LD

How much better can we predict responders? 

Cross tabulation of predictions based on r2 = .828 and a cut point for pass/fail 
of z < --.66

Pass Fail

Pass 670 76

Fail 76 178

Total number of misclassifications = 152

Cross tabulation of predictions based on r2 = .838 and cut point for pass/fail of z < -.66

Pass Fail

Pass 672 73

Fail 74 181

Total number of misclassifications = 147

Pretest only 

Pretest + Gc Status

PSW Research Summary

 Different PSW Methods identify different kids as LD and not 
LD and are not reliable in identifying PSW profiles

 Generally, PSW Methods identify few students. Lots of 
testing for every 1 student. 

 PSW status does not predict differential treatment response

 PSW status does not correlate with meaningful outcomes

 Cognitive assessments do not answer “why.” Correlational 
data with no established treatment implications

 Little evidence for differentiation of intervention
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Direct Treatment of Cognitive Processes

 Little evidence of aptitude by treatment interactions outside 
achievement domain (including  CogMed)

 Melby-Lervag and Hulme (2016): meta-analysis of over 100 
working memory training studies: little transfer to academic 
domains

 Parkinson and Jacobsen (2015): meta-analysis of executive 
function training programs: little transfer to academic domains

 Neuroimaging: activation of cognitive control regions only 

when reading (Cutting et al., 2018; Roe et al., 2019)
37

Problems with PSW Approaches

 Statute does not mandate that cognitive skills be assessed- just their 
manifestations

 Correlations don’t validate a classification

 Little research on whether PSW methods actually work, 
discriminate hypothetical subgroups, or are related to instruction

 Do clinicians make better judgments because of cognitive tests or 
direct assessment and observation?

 Predicated on a straw person view of RTI (no standalone RTI 
identification method, comprehensive evaluation always required)

 Psychometric issues with status methods and discrepancy scores of 
any kind are well known, especially the use of rigid cut points, 
profile interpretations, difference scores, etc. 

A “HYBRID” METHOD FOR LD 
IDENTIFICATION (RTI)

39

LD Summit: Hybrid Method (Triangle 
Approach) to Identification (Bradley et al., 

2002)

1. Establish Low Achievement

2. Evaluate Response to Instruction (Is underachievement 
expected?)

3. Apply the Exclusions 

What is the validity of this hypothetical classification? (Low achievement 
is necessary, but not sufficient). 

 www.air.org/ldsummit

Misconceptions of MTSS/RTI

 Goal of RTI is to identify students as LD (MTSS is the service 
delivery framework and documentation of inadequate 
instructional response is a by product of the process)

 Inadequate instructional response equates to special education 
eligibility (Instructional response is just one criterion for LD)

 Evaluation procedures fundamentally different (a comprehensive 
evaluation is required and most components of 
evaluation/eligibility are universal)

 What you do before a cognitive assessment…
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Methods based on RTI

Validity of the hybrid method(Fletcher et al., SPR, 2011)

Inadequate Responders: Tier 3
(baseline cog characteristics) Denton et al., 2012

Grade 1 Intervention (pseudoword task)

 Simos et al 
(Neuropsychology, 
2005)- after Grade 1 
intervention in Mathes 
et al. (RRQ, 2005)

Baseline MEG Patterns for Adolescent Adequate and 
Inadequate Responders Rezaie et al., 2011

Comprehensive evaluation is required no 
matter what method is employed

 Data gathering process that includes child observation 
and may or may not use standardized tests

 Can occur anytime in RTI process

 In the context of RTI, goal not only special education 
eligibility, but to understand why the child has not 
responded to instruction

 In the context of RTI, instructional response data is 
routinely obtained (must be added to other 
identification methods in IDEA)

 Exclusionary criteria require consideration of other 
factors and may involve additional evaluation for other 
disabilities and language proficiency

 No matter what method, the triangle approach 
applies…
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Identification issues are universal across 
methods
 No qualitative markers of LD (dimensional 

disorder)

 Measurement error (why do we persist with 
rigid cut points?

 Instructional response may be a continuum; no 
qualitative markers of inadequate responders

 How does the field move to informed decision 
making using multiple criteria and stop relying 
on psychometric methods?

Best Practice

 Use assessments that are reliable, well-normed on same sample, 
and valid

 Assess multiple domains and consider comorbidity

 Assess in relation to treatment

 Use confidence intervals

 Multiple criteria; comprehensive data gathering process in the 
context of the triangle model

1. Assessing Response to Instruction

 Universal screening of all students for reading (and behavior) problems

 Monitor progress of at-risk students: establish a surveillance system

 Introduce multi- tiered intervention programs that begin in the classroom 

 Evaluate the fidelity (and quality) of different instructional programs 
(fidelity- done in any significant research study; should be at least 80%)

 Increase intensity for those who show inadequate response

 Even if the service delivery method is NOT MTSS, IDEA requires 
consideration of instructional response- review history, prior interventions, 
fidelity of implementation…

Criteria for Inadequate Response

 Can be norm- referenced or criterion- referenced 
benchmark; all repeatable

 Benchmarks can be “national” or local

 End point, slope, or both? Evidence supports end point for 
identification, slope for intervention

 Key for intervention is to account for change- treatment 
response gets confused with identification; 

 May be resource driven

 Operates to move students through tiers and as a data 
source for identification

 Watch out for rigid cut points

Intervention Response

2. Establish Low Achievement

Hypothetical classification of LD: Marker variables 
involving:

 1. Word Recognition (Dyslexia)

 2. Reading Fluency 

 3. Reading Comprehension

 4. Math Computations (Dyscalculia)

 5. Math Problem Solving

 6. Written Expression (Handwriting, Spelling, Text 
Generation?)

Occur in isolation and concurrently, but basis for defining 
samples and interventions
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3. Evaluate Contextual Factors and Related 
Disorders

 General principle: assess in the same way that the factors and conditions 
would be assessed in the absence of concerns about LDs 

 Assessments depend on the question

 Routine use of behavior rating scales (home and school): BASC, CBCL 
(broadband), Connors, SNAP-IV (narrowband for ADHD: www.adhd.net)

 Consider oral language and limited English proficiency (Bateria-3 is best 
instrument) 

All assessment professionals 
must…

 Focus on assessment of academic skills and move students to intervention 
as soon as possible- look at progress and academic strengths and weaknesses

 Address comorbid disorders and other factors

 Become experts on intervention 

 Evaluate progress

 Reserve comprehensive evaluations for clearly inadequate responders

 Don’t get hung up on process- focus on results

Can We “Psychometrize” Individual 
Identifications of LD? Not a New Question!

“Even though the psychometric difficulties may never be 
completely resolved, classification systems should at least 
be based on a coherent psychology of helping…there is no 
shortage of children who experience 
problems…Assessments and classifications can be guided 
by principles of intervention design with expected errors of 
judgment and measurement partially moderated through a 
recursive {sequential} system of recursive and empirical 
practices… (Macmann et al., 1988, p. 146)

Thank you

 jackfletcher@uh.edu

 www.texasldcenter.org

 https://www.texasldcenter.org/library/resource/the-
identification-of-specific-learning-disabilities-a-summary-of-
research
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